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An improved implement for browning coffee, popping 
corn, and roasting peanuts has been patented by Mr. Stephen 
M. Poff, of O.maha, Neb. It conRists in a pan made with a 
close top, having a hole in its top closed with a close cover 
having a perforated slide, three ribs or flanges upon the bot
tom. and a, handle attached to the rear end. 

All. improvement in gates has been patented by Mr. Alonzo 
O. Dean, of BetbeJ, Vt. It consists in a gate post with an 
iro)) socket Runk into the ground and braced by extending 
arms; the gate is hung on rollers pivoted in a frame attached 
to the pos�, and provided with a ratchet bar which engages 
a toothed wheel connected with a helical spring. When the 
gate is opened the spring is wound up, and retracts when it 
closes the gate. 

Mr. Philip W. Cassil, of New Athens, 0., has patented an 
improved weather strip for doors. The invention consists 
in the combination with a main strip and the cap strip of 
bent straps engaging with hooks or staples, and 8erving to 
hinge the strip eccent rically to the door. 

THE CLIMAX SAFETY HAMMERLESS GUN, 
There can be very. little doubt now that it is only a mat

ter of time when the hammerless gun, or gun with internal 

hammers, will entirr.ly, or almost entirely, supersede the 
ordinary gun with external hammers. The doubt with 
regard to hammerless guns has been whether they were as 
safe to use and as free from accidental discharge as the old 
style; and this doubt has had some foundation, for many of 
the hammerless guns are made with a locking bar which 
secures the triggers only, and, allows the hammers to be 
jarred off and charge exploded when the locks have become 
worn or light in the pull off. 

With the Olimax hammerless gun such an accident appears 
absolutely impossible, for not only are the triggers bolted 
automatically, but, as may be seen by reference to the en
graving, there is a strong block, C, which rises in the front 

. of the hammers, b, as the gun is opened, which block 
interposes between the hammers and the strikers, e, and 
thus prevents any chance of the former reaching the 
striker, and thus exploding the cap. This block, c, is 
operated upon by the trigger, d, the pulling of which removes 
the hlock, and allows the gun to be fired. So that not only 
is the gun secure when the triggers are bolted, but even 
when the gun is placed at full cock ready for firing. No 
jar or fall can explode the gun, for should the locks be jafl'ed 
down, the hammers would simply fall upon the safety block 
instead of upon the strikers. 

Too much importance cannot be given to this principle of 
making a gun secure from accidental dis-
charge when placed at full cock. Probably 
more than half the accidents that occur with 
guns occur through some blow or fall, caus
ing the hammers to fall and thus fire the car
tridge. 

The principle of the Climax hammerless is 
also particularly well adapted for rifles of 
various kinds, there being no hammer to catch 
into anything when deer stalking or pushing 
through thick brushwood. 

Jeitutific �uttrican. 
157,4: years; passenger cars, 15% years; stock cars, 10 years; 
freight cars, 11Yz years; iron rails, 7 years; steel rails, 14 
years; oak ties, 7 years; pine ties, 4% years; cedar ties, 5 Yz  
years; truss bridges, 9 Yz  years; trestle bridges, 8 years; pile 
bridges, 9 years; joints and fastenings, 7 years; fencing,8Yz 
years. One road gives the life of its locomotives as 8 years, 
and of passenger cars 15; another road reports the former at 
24 years, and the latter at 20. Only one road puts the life of 
passenger cars as high as 20 years, and the lowest reported 
life rate of such cus is 8 years. The shortest life of iron 
rails is 3 years, and the longest 12; four roans report it as 10 
years. Only foUl' roads report the life of steel rails, and they 
give it as 9, 12, 15, and 20 years respectively. These data 
differ considerably from those of roads in other sections of 
the country. 

__________ -4.�, .• �.�.�----------
Alizarin Blue. 

G. Auerbach recently read a paper on this subject before 
the Chemical Society, London. He states : About eighteen 
months since a blue coloring matter was brought into the 
market as a substitute for indigo. It iB now disuseu on ac
count of its high price and its unstable nature when exposed 
to sunlight. The researches contained in this paper were 
finished in May, 1878. The author gives a1 e;u I.e of previous 
work on the subject, and recommends the foilowing method 
of preparation: 1 part of dry mono-nitro·alizarin, 5 parts con
centrated sulphuric acid, and lYz parts of glycerine (sp. gr. 
1'262), are mixed and heated gently. Reaction commences 
at 1070 C., becomes violent, the temperatllt'e rising to 200°. 
Much frothing takes place, with evolution of sulphurous 
acid and acrolein. The whole mass, when frothing has sub· 
sided, is poured into water, boiled up and filtered, the resi
due being boiled out three or four times with dilute sul
phuric acid. 

The mixed filtrates are allowed to cool, and the blUe sepa
rates in brown crystals. These are purified by mixing with 
water and adding borax till the solution becomes brownish 
violet, the blue with the boric acid forming an insoluble cont
pound. This residue is washed, decom posed with an acid, and 
the pure blue obtained as a violet silky paste. If required 
perfectly pure, it must be crystallized successively from 
its various solvents, high boiling naphtha, amylic alcohol, 
and glacial acetic acid. When pure it forms brown shining 
needles, melting 268-270". It has the formula C17HllNO •. 

Salts were prepared aud analyzed, but the results were not 
�atisfactory, as it was difficult to obtain them quite pure. 
Bromine derivatives were also prepared and examined. The 
action of chlorine, zinc dust, acetic anhyd ride, etc., have also 
be�n studied. The author discusses the constitntion of the 
blue, and thinks it must be closely related to t.he aldehydines 
discovered by Ladenburg, which are formed when aromatic 
orthodiamides act upon aldehyds. 

-----------<���-----------

Alllmonia on Brass. 

John Y. McLellan, of Glasgow, writes to the Chemical 
News as follows: 

,\Vhile experimenting on the action of liquor ammonia on 
various metals and alloys, with a view to determine the most 
suitable for the contraction of a certain part in an ammonia 
plant, I have met with a reaction on brass which, so far as 
I know, has not before been recorded and of which this note 
is a preliminary notice. If a small piece of brass or a few 
brass turnings be covered with liquor ammonia. sp. gr. 0'880, 
in a closely fitting stoppered bottle, and placed aside for a 
few days, it will be found that the ammonia has acted on the 
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on exposure to the air does not seem to be the result of oxi
dation, as on opening the bottle in an atmosphere of carbonic 
acid the same reaction takes place. 

I am at present working up this subject in the hope of 
finding in what state this colorless solution of copper exists. 

• I. I. 

Household Perils. 

Under this head the Boston Journal, of Ohemistry names 
several dangerous substances which find their way into house
holds. There are two 01' three volatile liquids used in fami
lies which are particularly dangerous, and must be employed, 
if at all, with special care. Benzine, ether, and strong am
monia constitute this class of agents. The two first named 
liq uids are employed in cleans:ng gloves and other wearing 
apparel, and in removing oil stains from carpets, curtains, 
etc. The liquids are highly volatile, and flash into vapor so 
soon as the cork of the vial containing them is removed. 
Their vapors are very combustible, and will inflame at long 
distances from ignited candles or gas flames, and cOl;(sequently 
they should.never be used in the evening when the house is 
lighted. Explosions of a very dangerous nature will occur 
if the vapor of these liquids is permitted to escape into room 
in considerable quantity. In view of the great hazard of 
handling these liquids, cautious housekeepers will not allow 

them to be brought into their dwellings, and this course is 
commendable. 

As regards ammonia, or water of ammonia, it. is a very 
powerful agent, especially the stronger kinds sold by drug
gists. An accident in its use has recently come under our 
notice, in which a young lady lost her life from taking a few 
drops through mistake. Breathing the gas under certain cir
cumstances causes serious harm to the Inngs and membranes 
of the mouth and nose. It is an agent much used at the pres
ent time for cleansing purposes, and 'it is unobjectionable if 
proper care is used in its employment. The vials holding it 
should be kept apart from others containing medicines, etc., 
and rubber stoppers to the vials should be used. 

Oxalic acid is considerably employed in fam¥ies for clean
ing brass and copper utensils. This substance is highly 
poisonous, and must be kept and used with great caution. 
In crystalline structure it closely resembles sulphate of mag
nesia or Epsom salts, and therefore frequent mistakes are 
made and lives lost. Every agent which goes into families 
among inexperienced persons should be kel)t in a safe place, 
and,labeled properly and used with care. 

• '1' • 

Congress or Anlericau Potters. 

The sixth annual convention of the Potters' Association 
of the United States began in Cincinnati, Ohio, December 

2. About a hundred manufacturers were pre
sent, representing all the prominent centers 
of the industry. The secretary reported that 
the past year had been an eventful one in the 
history of th!'l ceramic art in this country. 
Never before had more rapid advances been 

The breech fastening of this gun has not 
only the double grip bolt under the barrels, 
but also a very powerful grip formed by the 
top lever engaging a projection at the end of 
the rib. Thelock is made upon the principle 
of an ordinary side lock,and is so arrallged that 
the locks can be taken off like the locks of an 
ordinary gun. The rods which force the 
locks to full cock are completely under cover, 
so that there is no chance of water reaching 
the lock work. In this gun the jar given 
when firing heavy charges from one barrel 
cannot fire off the other barrel. This is an 
advantage which will be appreciated by sports
men who have used large rifles with heavy 
charges. Fig. 1 in the engraving shows the 

HOLLAND'S CLIMAX SAFETY HAMMERLESS GUN. 

made in any department of industry. Addi
tions and improvements have been made to 
nearly every pottery in the United States. 
Several new ones have been built, and others 
are soon to be erected. Each manufacturer 
has seemed determined to succeed, and, bend
ing all his energies to that end, the result has 
been. a success far surpassing the most san
guine anticipations. With increased know
ledge has come increased power, and the 
result may be seen in the quality and beauty 
of our productions, which are rapidly taking 
rank with the best products of other lands, 
and the old prejudice against American ware 
is now nearly a thing of the past. Especially 
in the decorat.ive department has the improve
ment been marked. The demand for this class 
of goods has rapidly increased, and American 
artists have succeeded in producing results 
never before accomplishl'.d in this country. 
Some of the lady artists of Cincinnati are 

exterior of the breech and the locks. Fig. 2 shows the inter
nal construction of the lock, and Fig. 3 shows the hammer, 
b, cocked, and the safety block, c, in position. 

These superb guns are manufactured by Messrs. Holland 
& Holland, 98 New Bond street, London, England, a descrip
tion of whose fine workmanship we gave an account in a re
cent number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

The LiCe of Raihvays and RolUug Stock. 

The report of the lllinois Railroad Commissioners contains 
the following data concerning the average life of the rolling 
,�to(lk and superstructures of twenty-six roads; Locomotives, 

copper of the brass to such an extent as to produce a solution 
of 1\ more or less characteristic violet color, due to the pres
ence of oxide of copper held in solution by ammonia. If 
this solution be still allowed to remain undisturbed for a few 
days longer free from contact with the air, this violet color 
will gradually disappear, leaving a colorless solution, which, 
however, is no sooner brought into contact with the air by 

I removing the stopper than the violet color is reproduced, 
and by again stopping the bottle and leaving it aside the Same 
react.ion occurs and may be reproduced over and over 
again. 

The production of the violet color from a colorless solution 
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fast gaining a national reputation for their heau tiful work. 
We need in this country more art schools. 'l'he success of 
our industrial and commercial interests depends largely upon 
this. A cultivation of taste and a love of art would create 
a demand for wares -9f higher artistic order, and thus build 
up an industry whicb might in time rival the most beautiful 
productions of Europe. This holds good not only in the 
ceramic, but every department of indust.rial art. 

• • • 

FIVE SUNDAYS IN F.EBRUARy.-It is interesting to not� 
that in February next there will be five Sundays. This 
occurs bu t three t.ilQ.es in a. century .. 
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